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Obama delaying
on immigration
despite Cantor
loss, AP reports
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WASHINGTON (AP) - To
the frustration of many of his
supporters, President Barack
Obama is backing away from
immigration changes he could
make on his own. He is kicking
the issue to House Republicans
instead, despite mounting evidence they won't address the
millions of immigrants living
illegally in the United States.
This week, lawmakers from
both
parties
summarily
declared immigration-overhaul
efforts dead after House
Majority Leader Eric Cantor
suffered an unexpected defeat
at the hands of a fellow
Republican who criticized him
as too soft on the issue. But
Obama still voices hope
Congress will act.
"Our strategy
has not
changed," says White House
communications
director
Jennifer Palmieri. "The impetus
for action remains on the
House."
It's an approach that's drawing
friendly fire from immigration
advocates who say Obama has
been sitting on his hands long
enough. For starters, they want
immediate action to slow
deportations.
But the White House wants to
ensure that if and when an overhaul
ultimately
dies
in
Congress. Republicans can't
claim it was Obama who pulled
the plug. Instead. Obama hopes
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Militants
post photos
of mass
killing in Iraq

By JOSH LEDERMAN
Associated Press
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By QASSIM ABDUL-ZAHRA and
SAPAEER N. YACOUB
Associated Press
BAGHDAD (API — The Islamic militants
who overran cities and towns in Iraq last week
posted graphic photos that appeared to show
their gunmen massacring scores of captured
Iraqi soldiers, while the prime minister vowed
Sunday to "liberate every inch" of captured territory.
The pictures on a militant website appear to
show masked fighters of the Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant. or ISIL, loading the captives onto flatbed trucks before forcing them to
lie face-down in a shallow ditch with their arms
tied behind their backs. The final images show
the bodies of the captives soaked in blood after
being shot at several locations.
Chief military spokesman Lt. Gen. Qassim alMoussawi confirmed the photos' authenticity
and said he was aware of cases of mass murder
of captured Iraqi soldiers in areas held by ISIL.
He told The Associated Press that an examination of the images by military experts showed
that about 170 soldiers were shot to death by the
militants after their capture.
Captions on the photos showing the soldiers
after they were shot say "hundreds have been
liquidated," but the total could not immediately
be verified,
U.S. State Department spokeswoman Jen
Psaki said the ISIL militants' claim of killing the
Iraqi troops "is horrifying and a true depiction of
the bloodlust that those terrorists represent."
She added that a claim that 1.700 were killed
could not be confirmed by the U.S.
On Friday, U.N. human rights chief Navi

Woofstock
AUSTIN RAMSEY I
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Above: Brenya Allred, right,
shows Emerson Weatherly her
new furry friend at the
Woofstock
Festival
on
Saturday.
The
MurrayCalloway County Humane
Society distributed information
on how to adopt a pet. At right,
Brandon
Krajewski
takes
Buddy, left, and Bella for a walk
at the Woofstock festival.
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American Legion holds flag retirement ceremony
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
Mark Kennedy had a long afternoon at the
American Legion Post 73 in Murray Saturday
as he stoked a dying fire near the memorial
garden and put away boxes and chairs,
"I'll stay here until 5 or 6(p.m.) if I have to,"
he said, determinedly.
As Kennedy,the post honor guard commander, watched the flames in a large fire pit turn to
smoke and then smolder away, he remembered
the American veterans honored that day — not
people, but American flags.
The Legion, which was joined by the local
chapter of the Knights of Columbus, retired
several flags in Murray Saturday in front of a
small crowd.The flags were honored much like
the veterans' brothers in arms for their service
to the country.
"It's about respect." Kennedy said after the
ceremony, "We do this out of respect for our
country and its flag."
The U.S. Flag Code, an established set of
rules for the display and care for the American
flag, stipulates that the stars and stripes may
only be disposed of when consumed entirely by
fire. It's the proper. dignified way of destroying
the symbolic fabric.
The code largely puts the decision to burn a flag in
the eye of the beholder, but usually worn, tattered
and plainly irreparable cloth should be destroyed.

•See Page 2
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AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
The American Legion Post 73's firing detail stands at ready to march forward and honor retiring flags at a
burning ceremony at the post on Bee Creek Drive Saturday. Also present at the ceremony were representatives from the local Knights of Columbus chapter.
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Daily Forecast
The Nalleael Weather Servk:s
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 88. Light south
wind becoming southwest 5 to
9 mph in the morning
Monday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 71.
South wind around 5 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 89. Light
south wind becoming south
southwest 8 to 13 mph in the
morning. Winds could gust as
high as 20 mph.
Tuesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 70.
Light south southwest wind.
Wednesday: A 20 percent

chance of showers and thunderstorms after 1 pm. Mostly
sunny, with a high near 90
Calm wind becoming southwest around 6 mph in the
morning.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 71
Light south southwest wind
Thursday: A slight chance
of showers and thunderstorms
Mostly sunny, with a high near
89. Southwest wind 3 to 6
mph.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 71
Friday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
sunny, with a high near 88
Calm wind becoming west
southwest 5 to 7 mph in the
morning.
Friday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 71.
Saturday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly sunny, with a high near
87 Light west southwest wind.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 69.

III Immigration...
meeting.
Johnson's options were narallow row and would affect only small
will
strategy
his
Democrats down the road to put groups of immigrants facing
all the blame on Republicans for deportation, the official said - a
failing to deal with immigrants far cry from the across-thein the U.S. illegally.
board freeze many immigration
It's not as if Obama could advocates are demanding.
legalize an estimated II 3 milEven so, Obama directed
lion people with a wave of his Johnson
off.
hold
to
hand.
Republicans were arguing that if
Last month in the Oval Office,
Obama acted unilaterally, he
Homeland Security Secretary
would prove he can't be trusted
Jeh Johnson presented him with
enforce immigration laws and
to
a basket of options he'd develdoom prospects for the
would
oped after the president persono erhaul he so badly
legislatise
he
how
of
review
a
ordered
ally
Obama decided to
So
wants.
could make deportation policy
was certain House
it
until
wait
senior
a
more humane, said
White House official. The offi- Republicans wouldn't act during
cial spoke only on condition of a narrow summertime window
anonymity to describe a private before the midterm elections

From Front

From Front
The Legion had invited the community to drop off flags at the post
for several weeks before Saturday, at
exactly 3 p.m., a firing detail
emerged from the metal building on
Bee Creek Drive and marched
toss aid the memorial garden.
Across a large, brass fire pit, a uniform-clad sergeant-at-anus shouted
to his commander,"Commander, we
hate duly inspected flags of our
country that are no longer serviceable
and we are prepared to honorably
dispose of them."
At his word, two flag-bearers set
the tattered flags into the flames.
After a flurry of smoke, the distinct
colors burst into flame. The crowd,
knights and present veterans stood in
somber silence as the firing details
shot a three-volley salute and a
bugler played "Taps."
"It was the death of a flag,"
Kennedy explained as the crowd
filed away after the ceremony."That
flag has honorably served its purpose
and is ready to mire.The way we do
that is to consume it with fire."
Of cause, Kennedy made a clear
distinction between a flag burned out
of respect or as a political message.
"There's a difference between
doing it this way and me going down
to the court square because I'm
unhappy with the direction the country's taken, and pouring gasoline on
it and lighting it," he said."That's not
respectful and it doesn't do anything
to further any cause. It just denigrates
the flag."
Kennedy wanted to make sure the
flags burned to a point that they were
no longer distinguishable - so they
no longer resembled the stars and
stripes.
"I won't leave here today until that
fire is out," he said. "I won't put it
out. When it's all gone, then I'll
leave - whatever it takes."
Darryl Rezac, a fourth-tier Knight
of Columbus also present at
Saturday's ceremony, celebrated the
60th anniversary of the day Congress
and then-President Dwight D.
Eisenhower inserted the phrase,
"Under God," into the Pledge of
Allegiance via the Flag Code.
"We still feel that God is the reason
we came here for freedom," he said.
"We want to continue that. Our big
battle is to keep those words in the
Pledge."

•Militants post photos...
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large brass fire pit sits
Shortly after the American Legion's formal flag retirement ceremony, a
Day this year, and
ablaze with American flags. The post chose to hold the event on Flag
future.
the
in
so
Commander Mark Kennedy said the post would continue to do

From Front
Pillay warned against "murder
of all kinds" and other war
crimes in !rag, saying the number killed in recent days may
run into the hundreds. She said
in a statement that her office had
received reports that militants
rounded up and killed Iraqi soldiers as well as 17 civilians in a
single street in Mosul. Her
office also heard of "summary
executions and extrajudicial
killings" after ISIL militants
overran Iraqi cities and towns,
she said.
The grisly images could sap
the morale of Iraq's security
forces, but they could also
heighten sectarian tensions.
Thousands of Shiites are already
heeding a call from their most
revered spiritual leader to take
up arms against the Sunni militants who have swept across the
north in the worst instability in
Iraq since the U.S. withdrawal
in 2011.
ISIL has vowed to take the
battle to Baghdad and cities farther south housing revered
Shiite shrines.
Although the government bolaround
defenses
stered
Baghdad, a series of explosions
inside the capital killed at least
19 people and wounded more
than 40,police and hospital officials said.
Security at the U.S. Embassy
was strengthened and some staff
members sent elsewhere in Iraq
and to neighboring Jordan, the
State Department said. A military official said about 150
Marines have been sent to
Baghdad to help with embassy

security.
While the city of 7 million is
not in any immediate danger of
falling to the militants, food
prices have risen — twofold in
some cases — because of transportation disruptions on the
main road heading north from
the capital. The city is under a
nighttime curfew that begins at
10 p.m.
In a fiery speech to volunteers
south of Baghdad, Prime
Minister Noun al-Maliki vowed
to regain territory captured last
week by the ISIL.
"We will march and liberate
every inch they defaced, from
the country's northernmost point
to the southernmost point," he
said. The volunteers responded
with Shiite chants.
On Saturday, hundreds of
armed Shiite men paraded
through the streets of Baghdad
in response to a call by Grand
Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani for
Iraqis to defend their country.
ISIL has vowed to attack
Baghdad but its advance to the
south seems to have stalled in
recent days. Thousands of
Shiites have also volunteered to
join the fight against the ISIL,
also in response to al-Sistani's
call.
Armed police, including
SWAT teams, were seen at
checkpoints in Baghdad,searching vehicles and checking drivers' documents. Security was
particularly tightened on the
northern and western approaches, the likely targets of ISIL
fighters on the capital.
The city looked gloomy
Sunday, With thin traffic and

few shoppers in commercial
areas. At one popular park along
the Tigris River, only a fraction
of the thousands who usually
head there were present in the
evening. In the commercial
Karada district in central
Baghdad. many of the sidewalk
hawkers who sell anything from
shoes to toys and clothes were
absent.
According to police and hospital officials, a car bomb in the
city center killed 10 and wounded 21. After nightfall. another
explosion hit the area, killing
two and wounding five. A third
went off near a falafel shop in
the sprawling Sadr City district,
killing three and wounding
seven. And late Sunday.a fourth
blast in the northern Sulaikh district killed four and wounded
12.
The officials spoke on condition of anonymity because they
were not authorized to speak to
the media.
Suicide and car, bombings in
recent months have mostly targeting Shiite neighborhoods or
security forces.
Psaki said in a statement that
much of the embassy staff will
remain even as parts of Iraq
experience instability and violence.
"Overall, a substantial majority of the U.S. Embassy presence
in Iraq will remain in place and
the embassy will be fully
equipped to carry out its national security mission." she said.
Some staff was temporarily
moved elsewhere in Iraq and to
Jordan, she said
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MATT CHADWICK / Calloway County Extention Office
Before carnival and racing activities related to the annual Murray-Calloway County Fair got underway, the fairgrounds north of
Murray were alive with the sounds of animals in line for the annual 4-H livestock events. Winners at this year's fair qualified to
move on to the annual state fair in Louisville this August.

4-H students count down to state fair
By MATTHEW CHADWICK
swine; dog shows and Cloverville projects
Calloway County Extention Office
that range from country ham to woodworkThe Kentucky State Fair marks the cul- ing to cooking, 4-Hers participate in local
mination of a year of concentrated effort by and county competitions to prepare for and
4-H youths. Some walk away with ribbons earn a spot at the state fair.
and prizes, but everyone who participates
The 2014 Kentucky State Fair takes
receives recognition and a feeling of place in Louisville Aug.I4-24.
accomplishment for a job well done.
4-H youths who plan to enter livestock
Throughout the year, 4-H'ers work with or dog show competitions have until July 10
their county 4-H agents to develop the to register.
Dog show entries must be completed
knowledge and presentation skills needed to
successfully complete a project.
through electronic registration.
Each county offers a number of opportuFor all livestock competitions, completnities and if a desired program isn't avail- ed.forms must be sent by mail. Walk-in regable, it can,be accomplished as an inde- istrations are not accepted on days of'
pendent stud9. Through livestock programs events.
including beef, goat, sheep, dairy, and
The Cloverville area at the fair showcas-

Ky. awarded
big tobacco
settlement
The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kentucky will receive its
future budgeted payments from
the Master Tobacco Settlement,
plus an additional $57 million
over three years, after Attorney
General Jack Conway•negotiated a settlement ending litigation
over disputed payments dating
back to 2003.
Gov. Steve Beshear and
Conway announced the settlement Thursday with Beshear
calling it "a victory not only for
Kentucky farmers but also for
critical health care and early
childhood services."
In 1998,four tobacco companies agreed to pay $200 billion
to states to free the companies
from legal liability for health
costs incurred by the states from
diseases caused by smoking.

es youth talent from all across the state with
thousands of completed projects on display.
For more detailed information about registration deadlines and requirements. visit the
website
http://www.ca.uky.edu/agcollege/4h or contact your county 4-H agent.
Anyone aged 9-19 can join 4-H and
some counties offer Clover Bud activities
targeted to younger children.
To learn more about 4-H opportunities
for youth in your area, contact Ginny
Harper at the Calloway County Cooperative
Extension
.
'Educati ak,., ,,proskams
of
the
CoOpetativto;7Fattension Service serve all
eopk regardless of -race, color, age, sex,
religion, disability or national origin.
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By SAM McNEIL
load of wheat to clean handling
and DOUG JOHNSON
equipment. be sure to keep this
UK School of Agriculture
grain separate and sell it soon
It's usually much cheaper to after harvest no matter what the
prevent a problem on the farm price. It's better to lose a few
than to fix one.
cents on several hundred
This experience certainly bushels than risk infecting an
applies to insect infestations in entire bin of wheat worth severstored wheat. Under the right al thousand dollars.
environmental conditions, even
Alternatively, you may
small infestations can grow to choose to treat the first load of
profit-robbing proportions that wheat with a grain protectant.
cost you hundreds or even thou- This will help control insects in
sands of dollars in pest treat- the incoming wheat, and aid in
ment expenses or elevator dis- prevention of movement of
counts.
insects upward from beneath
The best way to avoid insect the perforated floor.
problems in stored wheat is to
Though using a grain protecfollow preventive management tant can be expensive,choosing
practices from harvest until you to treat the first and last loads
deliver the crop for sale. These can be a good investment.
steps include conscientious Insecticides labeled for this use
equipment management before, are listed at the end of ENTduring and after harvest and 47,
Insecticide
good sanitation practices.
Recommendations for Small
Other safeguards are thor- Grains, found online at:
oughly drying the crop, timely http://pest.ca.uky.edu/EXT/Rec
aeration, and frequently check- s/ENT47-SmallCrrain.pdf or at
ing grain condition.
your county extension office.
Your first step is to thor- Always follow insecticide label
oughly clean all equipment that use and storage instructions.
wheat will pass through from
The most cost-effective way
the field to the storage bin. This to protect stored grain from
list includes combines, grain insects is to follow good sanitacarts, trucks or gravity wagons,
tion practices in and around the
dump pits, transport augers or bin. Use a broom, shovel and
bucket elevators, hopper tanks, wet-dry vacuum to thoroughly
dryers, conveyors and storage clean the bin and apply an
bins. Use a small, wet-dry vac- insecticide to all interior suruum cleaner for hard-to-reach faces before adding wheat to
ledges and other areas on this the bin.
equipment.
This very important step
If you used a high-pressure goes a long way to protect grain
sprayer or compressed air to
from insects during the first
clean combines and hauling few critical months of storage.
vehicles last fall, inspect them
Always follow insecticide
for places you might have label use and storage instrucmissed during cleaning. Pay tions.
close attention to areas in the
Remember that some prodrear of the combine where ucts require a time delay
insects could overwinter in between spraying and putting
small pockets of debris or grain grain into the storage bin.
dust.- Also remove grain dusL_ _The_few hours of _time and
that might have accumulated in .allergy you spend Ori....ileaning
the corners of hauling vehicle- and sanitation wilF jtt much
beds.
further than other.-suomp._costly
If you plan to use the first options.
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Grady received
academic honor at
Lipscomb University

Nickell presented lecture
on Barkley to Lions Club
Special to the Ledger
Kentucky Court of Appeals
Judge, Shea Nickell, from
Paducah, presented a lecture at
the recent meeting of the
Murray Lions Club. Nickell is a
scholar on Alben W. Barkley,
'.ice president of the United
States from 1949-1953. He displayed hundreds of photos and
other memorabilia of this
Kentucky native. Following the
presentation. Nickell gave large
framed posters to select individuals to be displayed in various
public buildings in the community including the court house,
the two local high schools and
the public library. Nickell has
made numerous presentations
the
across
Barkley
on
Commonwealth and always
presents framed posters for government buildings and schools.

Photo provided

Pictured is Shea Nickell,
Kentucky Court of Appeals
judge from Paducah.
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Special to the Ledger
Kayla Grady. of Murray, has
been honored at Lipscomb
academic
for
University
achievement during the fall
semester 2013. Grady, a
Calloway County High School
graduate and accounting major,
has been placed on the Provost's
List.
At the end of each semester,
students who make perfect
grades for the semester while
taking at least 12 credit,hours
are named to the Provost's List.
Students who achieve a grade
average of 3.5 to 3.99 are
named to the Honor Roll.
Lipscomb University delivers a complete liberal arts education characterized by an integration of Christian faith and

practice with academic excellence, preparing each student
spiritually, intellectually, socially and physically for life and
eternity.
at
Lipscomb
Students
University can earn a bachelor's
degree in 103 fields of undergraduate study, several pre-professional programs and an
accelerated adult degree program for those who wish to
complete their undergraduate
degree in the evenings.
Lipscomb also offers 29 graduate degrees and 14 graduate certificates or endorsement programs in 36 fields of study,
including doctorate degrees in
pharmacy, education and ministry.

Democratic Party will meet
The Calloway County Democratic Party
Executive Committee will meet Monday, June
16, at 5 p.m. at Pagliai's. Tickets for the
Purchase Area Jefferson Jackson Dinner will be
available at the meeting. All interested
Democrats are invited.

Quilt Lovers to meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet at the
Senior Citizens Center at the Weaks
Martha
Finney Andrus, Community Center at 6 p.m. Tuesday,June 17
Community
editor

Datebook

Legion officers giving help

Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of
forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at
the Legion Post,310 Bee Creek Drive. No appointment is necessar)
and veterans are served on a first-come,first-served basis. For more
information call Kennedy at 270-753-3333.
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state and more than 25 counSpecial to the Ledger
tries. Committed to being a
Lexie
Hannah Riley and
leader among teaching universihave
Murray,
of
both
Ward,
achieved the Dean's List at ties, Belmont brings together
Belmont University for the the best of liberal arts and prospring 2014 semester. Eligibility fessional education in a
is based on a minimum course Christian community of learnload of 12 hours and a quality ing and service. The university's
grade point average of 3.5 with purpose is to help students
explore their passions and
no grade below a C.
Ranked seventh in the develop their talents to meet the
Regional Universities South cat- world's needs. With more than
egory and named for the fifth 80 areas of study, 22 master's
consecutive year as one of the programs and five doctoral
top "Up-and Corner" universi- degrees, there is no limit to the
ties by U.S. News & World ways Belmont University can
Report, Belmond University expand an individual's horizon.
consists of approximately 6,900 For more information, visit
students who come from every www.belmont.edu .
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The Ladies Golf Association
at the Murray Country Club
will play a regular round on
Wednesday, June 18, at 9 am.
The hostess is Linda Porcher
and the line up will be at the
tee.
On Wednesday, June 25, the
Ladies Golf Association will
Member-Guest
the
host
Tournament which is a twolady scramble with shotgun
start at 9 a.m. The cost is $30
per team, not including a cart.
Lunch will be served following
play. Contact hostesses Judy
Muehleman or Cheryl Pittman
to sign up.

COMPLIMENTARY INSURANCE
BENEFIT CONSULTATION
Are you a retired federal employee?
Do you have an Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield card with
Enrollment Code 104,105,111 or 112P
If you so you may be eligible for an increased hearing aid benefit in 2014
that would cover ALL or up to 50% of the cost of your hearing aids.
Please call today to schedule your
Comifimentary Insurance Benefit Consultation!

G CO.
STONE-LAN
REHABILITATION
NEARING

210 South 12th Street
Murray,KY
270-153-8055

Elizabeth C. Vickery. BC-HIS

"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust.'
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by Annita Peeler
We started the week off going to
a concert. Several of us ventured
out for a night on the town to MSU
for the Town & Gown Community
Concert. The concert was wonderful and we especially liked hearing
Amazing Grace.
Mitzi made us some freezers of
that good ole homemade ice cream
on "hump" day. I guess it was similar to the olc fashioned ice cream
socials that people used to have on
their front lawns, except ours was
on the front porch. I think almost
everyone came out and we had a
great time just rocking and eating.
Thursday we were off to make
more 2015 calendar pictures. We
Appreciate David Parker providing
us another beautiful car and for
Michael Hicks bringing it to us. It
was hot but not raining which was
a blessing since all of these pictures were made outdoors. We
really appreciate lo Anne Auer,
Anne Doran, Opha Spiceland and
Laura Parker being such good
sports while we took them through
the tall grass on my farm while we
made their picture. Thanks to Jill
for riding us in the Ranger to the
location for our shoot. We were all
hot and sweaty before we got
through but it was a fun day and
quite an -experience" as Ms.Opha
said.
Birthday wishes goes out to
Ewing Stubblefield! His son.
Ronny. came and celebrated his
birthday with him. Happy birthday
Mr. Stubblefield and many more!
We honored our men Friday
morning with a special Father's
Ham
Country
Day/Men's
Breakfast. Our women got to sleep
in a little more and then were
served breakfast in their apartments. Our men enjoyed sharing
breakfast with their special guests,
Bill Marcum. Larry Elkins, Jeff
Liles and their sons and son-inlaws. After the breakfast, we had a
special devotion by Sammy for all
of our special men. We wish all of
our men a very Happy Father's
Day. And Happy Father's Day to
all of you fathers!

...Where priceless
memories are made.
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Blood donation opportunity

The American Red Cross will hold a blood drive Friday, June 20,
from II a.m. until 3 p.m. at Keller Williams Realty, 301 North 12th
Street. To schedule an appointment,call Jen Cope,270-753-1492 or
go to www.redcrossblood.org and enter sponsor code KW.

WKEC Board to hold meeting
The next West Kentucky Educational Cooperative Board of
Directors' meeting will be Wednesday, June 18, in Salon B of the
Holiday Inn University Plaza Hotel in Bowling Green. The meeting
will begin at 8:30 a.m. and should conclude by noon.

Al-Anon support group will meet

Al-Anon,a support group for friends and family members of alcoholics, will meet Monday and Thursday nights from 6:30-7:30 p.m.
at University Church of Christ. For more information call Diana at
270-227-0951 or Belinda at 270-293-5100.

Commodity pick up day on Thursday
Commodity Supplemental Food Program pick up day for seniors
will be Thursday, June 19, from 10:30 a.m. until noon at the Need
Line office, 509 North Eighth Street.

CCPL to offer free computer class
The Calloway County Public Library is offering a free computer
class for beginners on intemet basics on Thursday, June 19, from
12:30-2:30 p.m. To pre-register for the class, call 270-753-2288.

NAMI Support Group to meet
The NAMI"Murray Family Support Group will Meet Thursday.
June 19, at 6:30 p.m. at the Educational Services Building of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, on the corner of Eighth and
Elm Streets. The support group is for the family and friends of
someone diagnosed with a mental illness such as bi-polar, major
depression, schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive . disorder, panic
disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and borderline personality
disorder. At each support group meeting,a sharing and support time
lets attendees be heard in a safe, confidential and welcoming environment. For more information, call 270-748-6133.
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TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday. June 17, from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For more information call Sheila at 270-2271723.

ALS Support Group to meet Thursday
The ALS Support Group will meet Thursday. June 19, at 6 p.m. in
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board Room. Please note
the change in date. Dr. Edward Kasarski, medical director of the
ALS Certified Center at the University of Kentucky, will be the
guest speaker. Contact Mitzi Cathey for information. 270-2931748.

Celebrate Recovery meets on Tuesdays
Celebrate Recovery is a 12 step Christ-centered recovery meeting
program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
Harbor Church. KY 94 E. For more information call 270-753-6695.

CPR and Lay Responder classes offered
CPR and Lay Responder classes are offered monthly through the
Calloway County Chapter. For upcoming dates and to register for a
class, visit www.redcross.org/takeaclass.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 270753-6712 for more information.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The Friendship Cemetery, 50 Kirk Ridge Road, is in need of
donations to help with the future care and upkeep of the cemetery.
Mail donations to The Friendship Cemetery Fund, 58 Rippling
Creek Drive, Murray, KY 42071. For more information contact
Brian Overbey, board treasurer. at 270-873-2558.
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Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus,332 Squire Road. Please note the
building is a non-smoking facility. For more information call Kevin
at 270-293-7061.

FBC library open to the community
First Baptist Church invites the public to use its library, located at
the church on the corner of Fourth and Poplar streets. The library
offers more than 13,1)00 items including books, CDs,and familyfriendly DVDs.Library cards are free and not based on church affiliation. For more information call 270-753-1282.

Gentry House seeks donations
The Gentry House is in need of gently used furniture, cleaning
supplies, laundry/dish soaps and cash donations. Please contact the
staff at 270-761-6802 or the gentryhouse@gmail.com
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Jack W. Norswodhy
k W. Norsworthy,89,of Murray, Kentucky,died at 12:45 p.m.
Sunday at the Spring Creek Health Care Skilled Nursing & Rehab
Center.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

201 S. Third Street

OBITUARIES

Supreme Court has 17 cases 2 Fort Campbell soldiers die
to decide by end of June
in Afghanistan,DOD says

Fresh questions for how
wars end as Obama deals
with militant crisis in Iraq

Security beefed up at US
embassy in Baghdad

ittUge@RE.

Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western Kentucky
(The Its Pony).

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

J.H. Churchill b. vs wtheitichurchilltunerathome.com
email: communitynewilkaurrayledger.com

By MARK SHERMAN
cases weigh the power of police
Associated Press
to search the cellphones of peoThe number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
WASHINGTON (AP) - It's ple they place under arrest withpreceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and crunch time at the Supreme out first obtaining a warrant
Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or Court, where the justices are from a judge.
space.
racing to issue opinions in 17
• Recess presidential appointcases over the next two weeks.
ments: A federal appeals court
The religious rights of corpo- said President Barack Obama
rations, the speech rights of misused the Constitution's
abortion protesters and the pri- recess power when he temporarvacy rights of people under ily filled positions on the
arrest are among the significant National Labor Relations Board
issues that are so far unresolved. in 2012.
Summer travel, European
• TV on the Internet:
teaching gigs and relaxation Broadcasters
are
fighting
beckon, but only after the court Internet startup Aereo's practice
By JULIE PACE
violent al-Qaida inspired group hands down decisions in all the of taking their television proAssociated Press
that, he said,could pose a threat cases it has heard since October. gramming for free and providIn rare instances, the justices ing it to subscribers
WASHINGTON (AP) - From to American security interests.
who can
will put off decisions and order a then
the Rose Garden, President
watch on smartphones and
While the White House is still
Barack Obama outlined a evaluating a range of options, case to be argued again in the other portable devices.
timetable for the gradual with- administration officials say the next term.
• Greenhouse gases: Industry
This is also the time of the
drawal of the last U.S. troops in president is considering strikes
groups assert that environmental
year when a justice could
Afghanistan and said confident- with manned aircrafts, but only
regulators overstepped their
announce
a retirement. But the
ly,"This is how wars end in the if Iraqi leaders were to outline a
bounds by trying to apply a prooldest of the justices, 81-year21st century."
political plan for easing sectari- old Ruth Bader Ginsburg, has vision of the Clean Air Act to
But less than three weeks after an tensions.
control emissions of greenhouse
signaled she will serve at least
his May 27 announcement,
Even limited and targeted one more year, and maybe gases from power plants and
there is a sudden burst of uncer- U.S. airstrikes in Iraq
factories. This case is unlikely to
would longer.
tainty surrounding the way mark an almost
unimaginable
The justices will meet Monday affect the recent proposal from
Obama has moved to bring the turn of
events for many of the and again on Thursday to issue the Environmental Protection
two conflicts he inherited to a
war-weary Americans who opinions, and could wind up Agency to slash carbon dioxide
close.
twice elected Obama president. their work by the end of the emissions from power plants by
In Iraq. a fast-moving Islamic
nearly one-third by 2030: that
"If the president decides to month.
insurgency is pressing toward
A look at some of the cases plan involves a different part of
double down on George W.
Baghdad, raising the possibility
the same law.
Bush's disastrous decision to that remain:•
of fresh American military
• Union fees: Home health
• Contraceptive coverage:
invade Iraq by launching a new
action more than two years after
care
workers in Illinois want the
Corporations are claiming the
the last U.S. troops withdrew. round of bombing strikes. Iraq
court
to rule that public sector
right
to
exercise
religious
objecThe chaos in Iraq also raises will become Barack Obama's tions to covering
women's con- unions cannot collect fees from
war,"
said
Becky
Bond,
politiquestions
about
whether
traceptives under their employee workers who object to being
Obama's plans to keep a small cal director of the progressive health insurance plans, despite affiliated with a union.
military
presence
in organization CREDO.
• Securities fraud: Investors
White House officials say it's the new health law's requireAfghanistan until the end of
could find it harder to bring
ment
that
birth
control
be
among
2016 can prevent a similar unclear whether keeping a a range of no-cost preventive class-action lawsuits over secubackslide there or whether small contingent of American services included in health rities fraud at publicly traded
extremists are simply lying in troops in Iraq after 2011 could
companies in a case involving
plans.
wait until the U.S. withdrawal have prevented the violence
• Abortion clinic buffer zones: Halliburton Co., a provider of
plaguing, t,he country now.
deadline passes.
Abortion opponents are chal- energy services.
"Couldarll of this have been Obama did seek to reach a bilat- lenging as a violation of their
r "False" campaign claims: An
avoided'? ,5 The answer is eral security accord with Iraq speech rights a Massachusetts anti-abortion group says state
absolutely 'yes," Sen. John that would have. allowed U.S. law mandating a 35-foot protest- laws that try to police false stateMcCain, R-Ariz., said of the forces to stay, but an agreement free zone on public sidewalks ments during political camdeteriorating situation in Iraq. /could not be reached and all outside abortion clinics.
paigns runs afoul of the First
McCain, one of the White American forces were ordered
• Cellphone searches: Two Amendment.
House's chief foreign policy out.
critics and Obama's 2008 presiObama has put far more effort
dential rival, added that Obama into finalizing a security agreeis "about to make the same mis- ment with Afghanistan that will
take in Afghanistan he made in allow some U.S. troops to stay
Iraq."
in the country after combat
That criticism strikes at the operations formally end later
heart of Obama's clearest for- this year. The administration's
WASHINGTON (AP) - about 5,000 personnel, making
eign policy pledge: a commit- goal is in part to avoid a repeat
Security at the U.S. embassy in it the largest U.S. diplomatic
ment to ending the conflicts of Iraq and give the U.S. miliBaghdad was bolstered and post in the world.
started by his predecessor, tary more time to strengthen
some staff members were being
"Overall, a substantial majoriGeorge W. Bush. and keeping Afghan security forces.
moved out of Iraq's capital city
the U.S. out of further military
The Afghan government is as it was threatened by the ty of the U.S. Embassy presence
in Iraq will remain in place and
entanglements.
expected to sign a security
The turmoil in Iraq presents a agreement after final results advance of an al-Qaida inspired the embassy will be fully
particularly troubling dilemma from Saturday's presidential insurgency, a State Department equipped to carry out its nationfor the White House. Obama's runoff election are set to be spokeswoman said Sunday.
al security mission." she said.
State Department spokesearly opposition to the Iraq war released July 22.
Some embassy staff members
woman Jen Psaki said in a statewas a defining factor in his
Under the plan Obama ment that much of U.S. embassy have been temporarily moved
2008 presidential campaign and announced in
the Rose Garden staff will stay in place even as elsewhere to more stable places
he cast the withdrawal of all
in late May.about 10,000 troops parts of the country experience at consulates in Basra in the
American troops in late 2011 as
would stay in Afghanistan at the instability and violence. She did Shiite-dominated south of Iraq
a promise fulfilled. The presiend of the year, but be fully not say the number of personnel and Irbil in the Kurdish semident and his top advisers have
withdrawn by the time his pres- affected. The embassy is within autonomous region in northeastsince cited the end of the war as
idency is coming to a close at Baghdad's Green Zone. It has ern
Iraq and to Jordan, she said.
one of Obama's top achievethe end of 2016.
ments in office.
For those tired of war,
But the vacuum left by
Obama's
plan keeps Americans
American forces has been filled
in
Afghanistan
too long. For the
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by waves of resurgent violence
and burgeoning Sunni extrem- president's critics, his plan
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ILO Conservative Movement can take over the Ky House of Rep.W
HILLIARD LYONS
in November, and reverse the agenda of the Louisville
Liberals," on Monday,June 23rd, at 11:30 am. in the backFinancial Consultants IL-R).
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
room of Pagliai's Restaurant.
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Murray, Ky 42071
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FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(AP)
- Two Fort Campbell-based
soldiers have been killed in a
combat
operation
in
Afghanistan.
The Department of Defense
announced Saturday that 24year-old Staff Sgt. Scott R.
Studenmund of Pasadena.
California. and 28-year-old
Staff Sgt. Jason A. McDonald of
Butler, Georgia, were among
five soldiers killed June 9 in
Gaza Village, Afghanistan.
Studenmund and McDonald
were assigned to the 1st
Battalion, 5th Special Forces

Group at Fort Campbell.located
on the Kentucky-Tennessee
state lines.
The department says the incident remains under investigation.
Earlier this month, the department reported the death of
another Fort Campbell soldier.
Twenty-year-old
Pfc.
Matthew
H. Walker. of
Hillsboro. Missouri. died June 5
in
Paktika
province.
Afghanistan, of wounds he
received when his unit was
attacked by enemy fire.

Ships move into Gulf as
US lays out goals for Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
U.S. aircraft carrier was ordered
to move into the Persian Gulf on
Saturday as the United State
laid out specific ways for Iraq to
show it is forging the national
unity necessary to gain assistance in its fight against Islamic
insurgents.
Defense Secretary Chuck
Hagel ordered the USS George
H.W. Bush from the northern
Arabian Sea as President
Barack Obama considered possible military options for Iraq.
Hagel's press secretary, Rear
Adm.John Kirby,said the move
will give Obama additional
flexibility if military action
were required to protect
American citizens and interests
in Iraq.
Accompanying the carrier'
will be tbe guided-missile cruiser USS Philippine Sea and the
guided-missile destroyer USS
Truxtun. The ships, which carried Tomahawk missiles that
could reach Iraq, were expected
to complete their move into the
Persian Gulf by the end of the
day. The Bush's fighter jets also
could easily reach to Iraq.
Islamic militants of the
Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant, or ISIL, have captured
large swaths of territory north of
Baghdad. Their advance on the
capital was sending food prices
dramatically
higher
and
prompting tighter security in the

city of 7 million people.
In a phone call Saturday with
Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar
Zebari. Secretary of State John
Kerry said U.S. assistance
"would only be successful if
Iraqi leaders were willing to put
aside differences and implement
a coordinated and effective
approach to forge the national
unity necessary to move the
country forward and confront
the threat of ISIL," according to
a statement by the State
Department.
Kerry pointed to the importance of the Iraqi government
ratifying election results without delay,adhering to its constitutionally mandated timeframe
for forming a new government,
and respecting the rights of all
aliens as it fights against terrorism, the State Department
said.
Amid sectarian strife between
Sunni and Shiite citizens. Prime
Minister Noun al-Maliki called
for unity of all Iraqis. A Shiite.
al-Maliki is widely resented by
Sunnis for his perceived sectarian policies.
Kerry told Zebari that the U.S.
was emphasizing with the international community as well as
those in the region the threat
posed by ISIL and the importance of coming to the aid of
Iraq.

CASTLEMAN TIRE I REPAIR, INC.
1880 St. Rt. 121 So. • Mayfield • 270-247-5866
Monday-Friday 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

INVENTORY SALE
185/65R14
195/60R15
195/65R15
215/70R15
235/75R15
205/55R16
225/60R16
245/75R16
265/75R16
215/55R17
225/60R17
245/65R17
265/70R17
235/65R18
275/55R20

MINERVA
LING LONG
WANLI
A PLUS
KENDA
LING LONG
TOP T
FUZION
FUZION
MINERVA
BOTO
LANDSAIL
A PLUS AT
MILESTAR
MINERVA

195/60R15
225/65R16
265/70R16
215/55R17
225/65R17
275/65R18

CP641
CP672
ROADIAN HTX
CP672
ARIA AH7
ROADIAN AT

,.854.00
$53.00
$58.00
$63.00
$70.00
$60.00
867.00
$100.00
$105.00
$72.00
$70.00
$90.00
$101.00
$104.00
$110.00

MGM
$74.00
$98.00
$122.00
$94.00
8101.00
$153.00

Most Nixon Oros have mileage warranty, road hazard warranty
and roadsvle ase,stance

0.,C=ari
235/75R15
215/60R16
245/75R 16
215/55R17
225/50R17
275/55R20

LTX MS2
DEFENDER
LTX MS2
DEFENDER
DEFENDER
LTX MS2

$150.00
$133.00
$173.00
$146.00
$158.00
$230.00

Alignments, Brakes & OH Changes
UFETIME WARRANTY ON BRAKE PADS!
Prices include mounting, computer balancing, valve stems,
and free rotation every 5,000 miles
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ADJUSTMENTS
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Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
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for all
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68-25 First Day - 20 words or less- Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
3 35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Cla:-.sified go into Smart Saver)
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Wonky
Smad Saver

Fr1.91.m.

Tuesday

Mon.9a.m
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Thursday

Tue.1p.m.
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Wed.12 p.m.

Saturday

Thur.12p.m.

The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter
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or stop by our
To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com
(270) 753-1927
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax:

Ce
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Kelp Wanted

Notice

NOW ENROLLING
Assist to Succeed
Dental Assisting School at the
office of Dr. Jerry Sells in Benton.

REX'S Worm Farm
4600 irvan Cobb Rd
270-436-2189
worms, nightred
crawlers, wax worms,
meal worms OPEN
24/7

131
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $75.00
PER NORTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1916.

Starting August 12th.
Classes will run on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings from 6-9pm for
10 weeks. Tuition is $2,999.
Call (270)527-1479 or visit
BentonDentist.com for more
information.
Class size is limited.

WK&T, an industry leader in broadband.
television, voice, and security services is
searching for high-energy sales professionals to
fill the full-time positions of
Direct Sales Representative
sal l‘ort6 illvi
Murray, ICY 420

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 1-20-15 KY0529581
SMITH & SON FARMS MURRAY, KY
6 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT Ca/PLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

Individuals will be responsible for aggressively
growing residential and business customer base
through outbound sales. Successful candidates
must be highly motivated with strong public
relations skills, time management and be detail
oriented.

skoffinif ho
Trf & s

io9ta

to 51114

250 Off

Minimum two-year degree in related field or
equivalent work expenence in sales.

furniture,•• .
Ofassiwars, 110104
Voter & Mors!

SINGER
SALES E* VAC
JUKI. JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at S79
G.E. Financing
908-C 2 12th
Id -Air Center
1270453-5323

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
•Ness Climate Conn,
Available
*24.7 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Ilwy 0.4 East
270-97S-14W i,!

WK&T will offer candidates a base salary
including commissions and an excellent benefit
package interested applicants must complete
an application and attach resume at the
Mayfield or Murray employment services offices
in Kentucky and the Paris career center in
Tennessee by June 23. 2014.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
WK&T is an equal opportunity provider
and employer

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Infinity Group is hiring for
Pella Corporation in Murray, KY
Assembly Operators!
Are you an individual that loves working
wtth your hands and building a quality
product? If so, please send resume to
jdavid@int-grp.com or call 270-767-2518

C; i+1 2.'
)70 1,
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

An equal opportunity employer
Post-otter drug screen & background check required

Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers. structural welders, iron
workers, millwnghts, pipe fitters, pipe weeders.
operators, crane operators, field engineers,
foreman and superintendents for Ilea* industnal
work. MSHA training is helpful but not required
EOE. Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane. Hopkinsville,
KY 42240 or email resumes to
dbuehler @robinsonconsigoction corn
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EVERYTHING

I

get him a

subscription to the

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Local Mall
Home Delivery
$30.00
3 mo.
3 me.
6 ma.
6 mo....--.455.00
1 yr...--.......$105.06
1 yr...-.....-.$105.00

e

060
Help Wanted
Certified Nurse Aide
positions for evening &
night shifts. Benefits
include paid time off
accrual, 401K options
& flexible scheduling
Apply at Benchmark
Healthcare of Puryear.
220 College Street
Puryear TN 731-2473205 EOE

CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL Materials
Company has immediAll Other Mall
Rest of KY/TN
ate openings CDL
'Porir& flit ham
Subscriptions
necessary Safe driving
$75.00
3 me.
3
record, good work his$96.00
mo.
890.00
6 mo.
tory, and a flexible
5.00
1 yr. ------$14
1
schedule is required
Top benefits. lots of OT.
MIC
Visa
Money Order
Check
and much more Apply
In parson at any locaName
tion
NO PHONE CALLS.
St. Address
I Positions are available
City
I in Paducah, Calvert,
I Murray. Cadiz.
Zip
I State
I Princeton,Mayfield
eI Daytme
Ph.
i
at
more
I Learn
www fmcl.corn
Mail this coupon with payment to.

I

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
or cull (270) 768-1918
a.

110-;

I •--.1'11

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

error Murray Ledger & Times will be

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified/Office Manager

Wive

con'

DEADLINES

SHEET metal (Duct
(Service
installers)
Tech's) Call 270-4421313

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 12-10-14 KY05528850
A & 0 TOBACCO FARMS HAZEL, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST. POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 12-01-2014 KY0530016
BF & G ASSOC MURRAY, KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-28-2014 TO 12-20-2014 KY0529577
G&G TOBACCO ASSOC. MURRAY, KY
2 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federaUstate min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY. AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COWLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

USINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*
Kritter Kare
Anima/ Boarding and House Calls
'Our home or yours
•Reliable
'References Available
'Affordable
'Safe & Loving Environment
Phone: 270-759-5426
Email: kritterkareboarding@yahoo.com

Embroidery 8
Screen Printing
Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1@murray-ky.net

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business'

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
*Eyeglasses
Murray
*Contacts
759-2500
*Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-26-2014 TO 12-15-2014 KY0529940
CDL TOBACCO LLC, BENTON, KY
6 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10 10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING pROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTINd 'AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMRETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST, POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 12-20-14 KY0530015
L M & M FARMS MURRAY, KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT CCMFtETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 12-10-14 KY0529526
RANDY OVERCAST, MURRAY. KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETE).
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 12-20-14 KY0530148
N P PRODUCERS ASSOC. HAZEL, KY
7 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10 10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMRETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08-01-2014 TO 12-15-14 KY0529551
WORKMAN FARMS. INC HAZEL. KY
18 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY
DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT
TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS
COST. POST EMPLOYMENT
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Become a Part of the Solution!
Correct Care Solutions is currently seeking topnotch healthcare professionals to loin our team
Medical Director/Physician - Kentucky State
Penitentiary located in Eddyville, KYFull Time (40hrs/wk)
Medical Director/Physician - Western KY
Correctional Complex located in Fredonia. KYPart Time (8hrsiwk)
Medical Director/Physician - Green River
Correctional Complex located in Central City.
KY- Part Time (16hrs/wk)
RN's and LPN's -PRN
We offer generous compensation and a benefits
package which includes medical, dental. vision.
401K. FSA, tuition reimbursement and more
For immediate consideration, please apply
online at www correctcaresolutions corn/careers
CCS is an EEO Employer
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Toyota Employment Opportunities.

Fn. 10 un.
Ft 9 a.m.
Non. 9 a.m.
lion.12 p.m.
Tut lp.m.
Viet 12 p.m.
Thur.12
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927

Our Service Dept has an opening
a
Lubrication Technician. This is an for
entrylevel position offering quick advancement
opportunities for the right person.
Experience is a plus, but not a requirement. Ongoing training is provided.
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EOE, All inquires are confidential

WILL sit with loved
ones in home, nursing
home or
hospital,
Excellent References
Please Call Linda
731-247-3127,
731-363-0080
090
Domestic & Childcare

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military Call Larry 7533633
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS. AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC. 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 121h,
Murray.
PAYING $20 and up
for old sliver dollars
270-293-6999

Articles
For Saes

entucky State
'Ile, KYk)

THRIRTOPRUTSITIFIT

Green River
in Central City,
• k)

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Horne Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Stl
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185 (270)2934121

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
10X10's & 10115's
12701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTO RAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

180
Lew & Garden
HICKS Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270 853 3140
Welter's Lawn Service
Reliable Free Estimate
10'. Senior Citizen
Discount

ROL Storage, LLC

Best price Satisfaction
guaranteed or its free

640 S. Rh $t &
Sunbury Cir.

(270)293-7220

Awnless tam,lighting
In every wit,sem*
140
6
1* tilittlY
rerhodelet
270-781-7657

South Hazel TN 3bedroom 2 bath, C/H/A
270-492-8526

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required
270-7534109
1BR apt in various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
3BR, 2 1/2 BA
907 B N 20th
$8001 month

Sells at Hazel
Antique Mall and
Trends-n-Treasures
We want to buy your
coins' Appraise coins
and answer questions

676 Walston Road
_
4BR, 3 full baths, large
all purpose room, nice
appliances, 2 heating
units, hardwood &
ceramic tile floors, nice
moldings. Must see!
270-753-5344
CHECK out this baby
doll!. Occupied.
780 sq ft. 2BR CM/A.
Covered porches,
storage bldg, new
paint, surveyed property
Lots of extras
$14,750.00.
With reasonable offer,
you can own it! East
Elementary area. Drive
by 229 White Oak,
Murray KY. 270-7536012

Call 753-5606

Public Site
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Rest Este
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.corn/properhes or call 270-7534109
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All tral estate adiertised herein
is sul1y:1 to the Fisieral Fair
Housing Act, which make, it
illegal to at/sears.. arty preference, limitation or dim:minanon based km race, Mot, tellgum. ,ex, handicap, familial 'la
tin or national origin, or intention to make any .tich preference,. limitations or chscrimina,
"sin
Mate laws torbid discrimination
in the sale rental or ads rirtising
of real est". based on factors in
addition to those protected
under tederal law
oil know nigh
an,
athertisini{ tor rear estatti which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby intormed
that all dw
ad% erteed are
as amiable on an equal opriortunib, basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Ad%erhsing requirements, i1,01.10 NAA I.
Rene P Wm.(70648-1001)

Two Bedroom Duplex,
with CM/AC, All appliances furnished. NO
Pe1s270-436-5960

*MAL .10.1.••••
1VI•0•1,..ort

i

lligolts For Rent

Manufactured Home
Lots for rent in Riviera
Courts 270-753-3280

02 Triton
V
1 76
Magnum
90hp
Evinrude
E-tech
loaded/excellent condition $9,200
270-492-8006

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH

CALL 753-1916
Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
wwwhillelectric.com

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562, 2270267

AMAZING
GREEN CLEA
*Howe

°flee Cled17117.

oppofessenN, IP//aihte

•Referewes available
270-768-7084

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
Free estimates
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

•RN
and a benefits
I. dental,
nt and more
, please apply
S corn/careers
P40Yer

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPtIOINC ES
WARD-ELKINS
h0C

Times

r,r- 1,th

(270) 753-1713

2 bedroom 2 bath
Lake Front Property
Pnvate Dock
$900 mth 1 year lease
270-252-4035
2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent corn
/properties

Now 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RIverffeld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

c

••••

TRAVIS
ASPHAI,
Pining-Scab:rooting
Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
Tom FR S% IS

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAt
•24 Hour
Emergency Sr
*I ocally ownno

From,

Ron
(270) 227-3140
(270) 471 0121

8
4
6
9
3
5
1
2
7

k

•Handyrnan Services
•Yard Work

MINI
STORAGE
MIA
,iii111111
All Size Units

2417 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

L:417

IndustrIal/Cammercial/Realdentlal
James C. Gallimore
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*Gutters Ckened
•tiorne Repairs

Gary 27o-227-0420

• weekly & special picku
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
'Illesday, June 17, 2014:
This year you often see the big
picture. whereas others might
not. You will want to take your
time and explain more of your

vision. You are 100 percent committed to excellent communication, but you could be too verbal
at times. If you are single. this
summer could be in your memory for a long time. Romance
heads your way. If you are
attached, the two of you will
enjoy relating more and more.
You communicate well with
each other, especially when you
are alone together. PISCES is as
emotional as you are intellectual.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

(270) 759-0890

GARLAND
RENTAL

270-753-2905

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

West

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

***

Ask about our
Display ad
specials

by Jacqueline Bigar

N El'

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Attantiont

\ GPM,\ I

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Use the morning for key
matters, as that is when you are
least likely to hit an obstacle.
Optimism surrounds your home
life. Any investment you put into
property will pay off. Know when
to put a halt to a conversation.
Tonight: Get some much-needed
quiet time.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Others clearly have
"If you've got it, we tan store it
strong expectations of what you
For all your storage convenience
can do. You might be confident,
Choose from our 3 locations.
but you won't be as sure of your• Murray Store & Lock- 1611 N. 12th St
sett as others are. Pressure
builds until the mid-afternoon,
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
when you can ask for feedback
Lights, Electricity, and 2477 Surveillance
from a friend. Discussions will be
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E animated. Tonight: Where the
action is.
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
All sizes available, call today
**** Keep reaching out to
to reserve your storage unit
someone at a distance whose
insight you frequently depend on.
You might become unusually
talkative today. Be careful, as
KEN TLl_c_KyA,A_KE
you could let an important yet pnREMODELINGX_Qt4
vate matter slip. Communicate
hHome Improvements your needs clearly. Tonight: On
Bath & Kitchen
*Trimming
call for friends and loved ones.
*Removal
Drywall Painting
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Plumbing Flooring Decks **** You will be in a fortunate
*Stump Gnnding
Hitstirect Si• Discount place where you'll be able to cre*Firewood
-Free Estimates
ate much more of what you want
*Insured
*Member OfAfiges List from a situation or from life in
(270) 489-2839
general. You might not realize the
270-436-5959
effect you have on others. Just
state your case; you do not need
to manipulate anyone. Tonight:
Hill Appliance
Think 'vacation.'
Repair
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Serving
****
Over 28 Years project Calls come in, and a key
Kentucky
seems to be a hot topic.
Experience
Jason Hill
Delay a personal matter to later,
when you might have more priva(270)226-0194
Zach 270-873-7700
cy for an important talk. Don't
Semite on all
Davtd 270-227-1106 hesitate to ask for more of what
major brands
you want. Tonight: Make the
Licensed & Insured
most of your free time, and connect with a loved one.
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
4. TRUCKING
%II Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

5
3
1
2
8
7
9
6
4

11 \I I's %\"ii
\I

Horoscope

ON BEAU

WWW

Answer to previous puzzle

*

Services Offered

Don't allow yourself to be

distracted in the morning. The
more you can accomplish, the
less uptight you will be. Be willing
to accept someone's compliment. This person likely is trying
to make amends. Mix lunch and
networking. Tonight Go along
with a suggestion.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your creative ideas come
out in the morning: however.
applying one could be more significant than you think. Your
schedule might be tossed into
chaos as a result. Make sure you
value what you are about to do,
and that the cost is worthwhile.
Tonight: Do what you must.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could be taken
aback by someone else's diligence and willingness to go
through a problem with you.
Accept this person's support, and
be positive. A conversation might
be more important than you realize or want to acknowledge.
Tonight: Release your inner child.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You'll accomplish a lot in
the morning if you make and
return necessary calls. Though
you might not want to commit to
plans, you will enjoy catching up
on ethers' news. Think more
carefully about your choices that
involve a key person. Tonight:
Hang out close to home.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might feel tense about

a financial matter in the morning,
but by mid-afternoon you will kick
back and relax. You could see a
different perspective to a personal matter. A co-worker or friend
seems to be full of information.
Tonight: Visit with a loved one.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your creativity comes out
naturally. Your interactions will
attract others' attention. You
might feel energetic, but staying
mentally focused could be a challenge. Brainstorm with a pal
while taking a walk. Open up,
and allow more sharing. Tonight
Be willing to pick up the tab.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** The morning could feel
off to you. You might consider
taking off the day, or perhaps just
the morning. You will rejuvenate
later today, and you'll be nearly
unstoppable. Know that you will
be able to make up for lost time
Tonight: Beam in exactly what
you want.
BORN TODAY
Tennis player Venus Williams
(1980), theologian John Wesley
(1703), artist M.C. Escher (1898)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at wwwjacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2014 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

•Asphatt
*Seal coabng & stnpinn
•Licensed-Insured
40 yrs experience

(270)293-8686

(270)759-0501

Greg Mansfield

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Aso

Well Drilling
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Greet*motor,Senior
spend your money out of
shoe kvtecat
1270)293-8480

1111
*POW=

i

1

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

14, 15.16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

B, Dane Green

8
j4 7 9
,3, 4 6
4 ,
.. t q„ . 2 8 5
6
1
8
52
1
79
4
1
3
1 6 9
,
5
2
7 85
6

270-293-4256

By appointment only

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

NEW apartment in
Hazel
$550 00/mo
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211

Dr Fuhrmann
270-753-4161

3,000 sqft on 3/4 treed acre lot.
Four large bedrooms, 3 full baths,
screened-in back porch. Hardwood,
carpet, permastone & tile throughout.
1100 Berkshire Court
Drive by and give us a call:
270.753.5615 or 270.283.2963

270-7534964

380
Pets & Supplies

.1nd rnyolm,

VERY nice 4BR. 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

house on a

quiet cul-de-sac in Gatesboro.

USED TIRES

(270)485-6122

4rpornionn pry,,uler

Nice 1200sqft duplex
2BR, 1 .5BA, 1 car
garage. in Lynn Grove
Trash pick up & water
$725/mo,
included
$725/deposit. 270-2271743
bedroom
NICE
2
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1yr lease 270-2277414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Come Home..

Auto Shop

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
OD 1-910-S45-1N33 est 283

ID

$230,000

270.753.8920

2,30OSOFT
Offlee/Retail/
Warehouse Space
602 Maple Street

clean up!body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

902A N 20th St
2BR 2 BA
Fenced backyard
$700/mo
270-753-5344
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375

2585 Crossland Road

COnalleke Prop. For Rent

Apartments For Rent

Conceptis SudoKu

•N

Career of 121 S. & Gander.

Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.

fnaff.tt in IP/.144:6

BABY-SITTER has 2
openings for children
under age 5 $25 00
per child/day Clean
non-smoking, healthy
environment 270-2278810
140
Wen to Buy

ly seeking topto loin our team

Western KY
in Fredonia, KYk)

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

iamesmartin0toyotaothopkinsville.com

OPENING for HVAC/R
Technician, min 3 years
experience
KY
Journeyman
HVAC
License, EPA License
and
driving
clean
record
required
Excellent pay & benefits Send resume & references to JAM A/C
and Refngeration. LLC
610 Oak Grove Rd
Benton, KY 42025

1954 SqFt, 3BR 2 BA

To a quality-built

Suctoku a a number-pteong puzzle tamed on a cwil gnd wet
several given numbers The cheoct is to place the writers 1 to
9v)the empty aquaria go Ihet each row each cokimn inn each
3143 box contemns the same number dray onoe the aloha" Irma
at the Conoapos SoCloku mimeses from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

' •

Whole-house generator,
Screened porch Security System
Shop & Barn
8.3 Acres available

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Erna Wicifk history and personal data toi

LAKE Way Nursing
and Rehab Center now
has a full-time position
for a dietary cook/aide
for nursing home environment. Must be able
to work days. afternoons and weekends
Apply in person at Lake
Way
Nursing
and
Rehab Center 2607
Main Street Benton, KY
NO phone calls please
EOEJA.AE

•

360
Skimp %Mak

Both positions offer great earnings and
benefits in a drug-free environment for
enthusiastic, hard-working candidates.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobriet work.com_
By default,
Murray and local joh
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any.
questions regarding
the Murray area
I 1h listings. Thank you

ay!

3 Bedroom 2 Bath
All Appliances Deck,
Carport
Storage
Building Available July
23rd
$925 month, 1501
Story Ave 270-2939493, 270-759-5885
VERY Nice 3bc1/1ba
house, next to MSU,
Pet welcome, CM/A,
Own
appliances,
$700 00/deposit
1604 Main St
270-227-3250

Toyota of Hopkinsville is looking for
qualified Customer Sales Reps fOr our
very successful Sales Department
Candidates must have excellent
communications and selling skills, PC
computer proficiency, and neat
professional appearance, as well as
some knowledge of an automobile.

Monday,June 16, 2014•7

ALL
flooringwiecks•windowsnoofing•garage
doors•and so much
morel Call today for a
free quote Nadeau
Construction 'Proudly
Constructing
Satisfaction" 270-9782111 or 270.227-0067

Well Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural
Chris Tucker

270-293-4406
436 5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
iunk & tree work
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Cal
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

First Come Basis•No Phone Calls Please
111013 WI'nom it* Me lewd Piss ism

LSit
EDGER &TIMES
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray. KY
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Michele Rose Overbey of Alm°
has been recognized as a member of
Sigma Alpha Lambda National
Honors
and
Leadership
Organization at Murray State
University. She is the daughter of
Bill and Melissa Overbey.
Andrew Daniel Parker of Murray
has been named to the dean's list for
the spring Semester at the
University of Missouri. He is the
son of David and Martha Parker.
Amy Elizabeth Travis, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. David Travis and
Matthew Jordan Yezerski, son of
Dr. and Mrs. John Yezerski both
received degrees at Samford
University in Birmingham.Ala.
Robert Tyler Williams of Murray
has been named to the president's
list at Clemson University for the
spring semester. He is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. Robert Williams.
Twenty years ago
Four groups have given $5,000
each for the Pennies for the Park
Project. Pictured are Bill Wells of
the Rotary Club; Jeannetta
Williams, chairman of the Pennies
for the Park project and Sigma
Dept. member; Harold Doran of
Peoples Bank; Chuck Foster of the
Bank of Murray; Martha Andrus.
president of the Murray Woman's
Club and Dr. Charles Homra of the
Lions Club.
Selena Graves recently completed
eight week of basic training at Fort
Lee, Va, for the Tenn. National
Guard. She currently resides in
Knox'.ilk where she attends
Knoxville College pursuing a
degree in broadcasting. She is a
1992 graduate of Murray High
School and the daughter of Linda
Graves and the granddaughter of
Johnne Mae Gammons of Murray.
Murray State University football
coach Houston Nun and also the
first base coach for Allison
Photography of the Park League is
shown using the hands on approach
to keep his son. Houston 111. on first
base.
Thirty years ago
Cast members from Playhouse in
the Park keep busy studying their

lines for future productions,
Pictured are Laura Cella, Gretta
Sheppard, Robert Valentine and
David Robinson
Murray Bass Club recently held a
Children's Fishing Tournament and
picnic near Wildcat Creek. Those
participating and winning awards
were Jody Swann,John McConnell,
Doug Hendon,Chad Jenkins, Heath
Ryan. Clay Ryan, Kelli Massey,
Ricky Atkins,Greg Atkins and Tony
Atkins.
Forty years ago
Jane Wagar, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert J. Wagar of Murray,
has been selected as an on stage perUSA,
Opryland
at
former
Nashville,Tenn., this summer.
Krista Kennedy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Keith Kennedy and
Selwyn Schultz, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Schultz, both students at Murray High School, were
awarded two of the 18.$300 scholarships at the meeting of the
Kentucky Future Homemakers of
America at Western Kentucky
University.
Local students attending the
Kentucky 4-H Club Week at
Lexington were Joe Beth Norwood,
Nada Frazier, Melanie Norwood.
Cindy Hurt and Mary Morris.
Fifty years ago
Today is the 17th anniversary of
the daily Ledger & Times but the
paper is now it its 85th year of publication having been a weekly until
1947.
Local delegates at the Kentucky
convention of Future Homemakers
of America were Faye Rushing and
Paula Norsworthy of Murray
College High: Brenda Cunningham,
Nancy Watson and Vicki Crawford
of Calloway County High School;
Mary Youngerman and Trudy Lilly
of Murray High School. They were
accompanied by their advisors Sue
Farless, Bess Kerlick, Lucy Forrest
and Lucy Lilly.
Sixty years ago
T. H. Stokes, chairman of the
Calloway County War Bond Drive
said $60,000 had already been subscribed by local businesses and
individuals.

Having a baby won't fix
fighting couple's problems
DEAR ABBY: Lately I have
been having problems with my livein boyfriend. 'Ethan.' We fight
about everything, and he refuses
to admit when he's wrong. Ethan
has been sleeping on the couch
for a week waiting for me to take
the first step and reconcile.
He isn't working and I am.
and that is
probably
what has him
so mad. 1 pay
all the bills,
and he thinks
1 feel superibecause
or
I'm bringing
in money and
he's not.
We argue
day and night,
and
swear
By Abigail
at
scream
Van Buren
each other,
and he does not appreciate everything I'm doing so we can survive. I have two daughters, he
has one, and I'm supporting all
of us.
Do you think it's a good idea
for us to have a baby? Ethan is
desperate for a child with me -even though we can't get along
or communicate. MARY JANE
IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR MARY JANE: Not only
do I think it's not a good idea,
but I think it's a terrible idea. Babies
are expensive, and you're already
carrying a heavy load. I suspect
that Ethan thinks a baby will fix
what's wrong in your relationship.
but he's wrong. Don't do it! It would
be a huge mistake.

Dear Abby

woman behind the counter and
asked to buy some doughnuts with
our foreign coins. It was the only
money we had.
Instead of turning us away,
she told my mother: "We're allowed
to give away a certain number
of free doughnuts every day. Just
tell me what you want." It was
because of her kindness that my
family ate that day.
If that kind woman is reading
this, I want to say: "Thank you.
You made the hunger go away
for just a little bit, so a mother
and her children could go a day
without pain. You remain forever
in a little girl's heart.' URSALA
IN MESSINA, ITALY
DEAR URSALA: I, too, hope
your benefactor sees your letter.
Her generosity that day provided
nourishment not only for your
bodies, but also for your faith in
the humanity of others -- and I
am sure you have emulated her
example in the years that have
followed. After all, isn't that what
acts of kindness are all about?
NON

DEAR ABBY: Once a year I
invite my mother, who lives in
Arizona, to visit me in California. This year, Mom has decided
to bring one of my sisters along
because "she really needs a vacation."
My sisters live in the same
city as Mom and can visit her
anytime. 1 see Mom once a year
at most, and 1 do not want to
share my limited time with her.
How do I let my sisters know
they're not welcome without causing a family rift? -- WANTS
00000
QUALITY TIME WITH MOM
DEAR WANTS: You shouldDEAR ABBY: In the summer
of 1995. I was a 12-year-old girl n't have to tell your sisters. The
living in a motel in a suburb of person you need to tell is your
Cleveland with my mother, older mother, who should not have invit,brother and younger sister. We were ed anyone without clearing it with
you first. Because you're having
poor and very hungry.
My mother led my younger trouble with what to say to her,
sister and me to a doughnut shop read her the second paragraph of
for our only meal of the day. your letter to me. She may have
After waiting for everyone to leave, been well-meaning, but she was
my mother approached the young misguided.

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. June 16. the
167th day of 2014. There are 198
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 16, 1944. George
Stinney. a 14-year-old black youth,
became the youngest person to die
in the electric chair as the state of
South Carolina executed him for the
murders of two white girls, Betty
June Binnicker, II. and - Mary
Emma Thames. 7. (George
Stinney's family, who maintains his
innocence, is seeking to overturn
his conviction.)
On this date:

In 1943. comedian Charles
In 1567, Mary, Queen of Scots.
was imprisoned in Lochleven Chaplin. 54. married his fourth
Castle in Scotland. (She escaped wife, 18-year-old Oona O'Neill.
almost a year later but ended up daughter of playwright Eugene
O'Neill. in Carpinteria. California.
imprisoned again.)
In 1959. actor George Reeves,
In 1858, accepting the Illinois
Republican Party's nomination for TV's "Superman," was found dead
the U.S. Senate, Abraham Lincoln of an apparently self-inflicted gunsaid the slavery issue had to be shot wound in the bedroom of his
resolved,declaring,"A house divid- Beverly Hills. California. home; he
ed against itself cannot stalaxt was 45.
In 1978, President Jimmie
In 1903, Ford Motor
and Panammian leader
incorporated.
In 1911. IBM had its beginnings Torrijos (toh-REE'-ohs) exchanged
as the Computing-Tabulating- the instruments of ratification for
Recording Co. was incorporated in the Panama Canal treaties.
New York State.
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HAVE YOU EVER NOTICED 'NAT
WHILE YOU'RE AT LUNCH, I OFTEN
4•00- - \STAY HERE AND

NOPE, NEVER
NOTICED

(f/I4Y HAVEN'T
YOU EVER
NOTICED?

PROSABLY BECAUSE
I'M AT LUNCH
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LiS-1-1
A GOOD P1TOIER MAKES
ALL THE DIFFERRCE
IN BASEBALL.

ABSOLUTELY
IT DOES.

Giat‘FiFIIEL_ID(t+)
BOT YOU'RE COFFEE.
COFFEE'S NOT SCAFtv

YOU'RE TONIGHT'S
AGE NIGHTMARE?
0
0

0

OH,

to Agik

I'M DECAF,
WITH NONFAT
MILK AND
ARTIFICIAL
SWEETENER
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I've been
struggling with obsessive- compulsive disorder for years. Is there
any effective treatment for it?
DEAR READER: There are
better treatments today than there
were when I went to medical
school. As you know, in obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD),
a person is troubled by persistent, intrusive, anxiety-provoking
or distressing
thoughts
(obsessions).
He or she
feels pressure
to carry out
excessive.
repetitive
behaviors
(compulsions).
A person
OCD
with
By
to
tries
Dr. Anthony
relieve his or
Komaroff
obsesher
sions by performing a compulsion. The goal
of the compulsion is to reduce
the anxiety caused by obsessive
thoughts. For example, a woman
who has the obsession that her
hands are dirty may develop the
compulsion to wash them 50 times
a day.
OCD can affect anyone from
any walk of life. A person can
be extremely accomplished at what
he does, but just spend a few
hours a day (usually alone) performing his compulsive act. I
know of a famous and brilliant
scientist who was at the top of
his field. However, he spent several hours each night on his knees,
scrubbing the grout between the
tiles on his laboratory floor. He
had to keep the grout completely free of dirt.
The type of antidepressants
known as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSR15) can help
control OCD symptoms. If one
SSRI isn't effective, another may
work better. But even with the
most effective SSRI. symptoms

Dr. Komaroff

usually don't disappear completely. You may need to combine an
SSRI with another drug, such as
a tricyclic antidepressant. These
drugs can be effective, but they
are more likely to have unpleasant side effects.
Patients often get the best
results w hen they combine SSRIs
with some type of psychotherapy. The two together are often
more effective than either used
alone.
A number of psychotherapy
techniques may help. One technique is cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). CBT helps a person
with OCD recognize that his fearful, obsessive thinking is unreasonable. The therapist may teach
specialized techniques that can help
extinguish the compulsions. For
example:
-- Exposure and response prevention(ERP). A person is exposed
to situations that provoke obsessive thoughts. He or she is then
prevented from performing the
usual compulsive ritual, for gradually increasing amounts of time
-- and sees that nothing bad happens as a result.
-- Habit reversal. A person is
asked to substitute a different
response. such as deep breathing.
for the usual compulsive ritual.
-- Thought stopping. The person uses some form of distraction whenever an obsessive thought
occurs, such as thinking about a
favorite vacation spot. or the ninth
inning of the last game of their
favorite World Series.
-- Saturation. The person concentrates intensely on the obsessive thought until the thought loses
its impact and becomes meaningless.
You may need to try more
than one approach, or combination of approaches. before you
find the one that is right for you.
But most of my patients with
OCD have been successfully treated -- so keep trying and don't
give up.
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BUSY BUSINESSES
Dear Readers: Here is this
week's SOUND OFF, about trying to get through to businesses on the phone:
"My Sound Off is when you
finally get through to a business on the phone, only to be
told 'All operators are busy
now; please hang up and call
again later." — A Redder in
That can befrustrating! Unfortunately, it is something we all have to deal with at times. Try calling at nonpeak hours, like after lunch, to see if
that helps you get through a little more easily.
— Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are other uses for marbles:
* Place in a jar to use as a paperweight.
* Put in the bottom of a plant pot to keep
soil in.
* Place in an aquarium.
* Use in steppingstones as decorations.
* Put in the bottom of a foot bath to massage feet.
— Heloise
SWEAT SMELL
Dear Heloise: My son plays football, and his
clothes always have an odor from the sweat. No
matter what I do, I can't seem to get them clean.
Can you help? — Linda in Texas
Athletic clothing sure can get stinky! As soon
as your son gets home, air out his clothes. Don't
stuff them in a hamper unless they are dry. Turn

each piece inside-out before washing. For shirts,
rub a little full-strength laundry detergent into
the armpit area. Put the clothes into the washer, but don't cram it full; the clothing won't rinse
clean if the washer is too full. Use a lot of
water and rinse a second time, then air-dry. After
washing, smell the clothes. If they still stink, pour
vinegar onto the smelly area. Let sit for a few
minutes and then repeat. Vinegar will kill any
bacteria. Then wash again. Have ;wilollier tough
stain you need help getting out? Older my Handy
Stain Guide for Clothing pamphlill: To receive.
send $5 and a long, self-addressed. stamped (70
cents) envelope to: Heloise/Stain Guide. P.O. Box
795001, San Antonio, TX 78279-5001. When treating a stain, place a paper towel underneath the
stain to keep it from going through the jObric.
7 Heloise
SOUND OFF FOLLOW-UP
Dear Readers: A Sound Off was written about
bottles for medications being too large and only
half-full. Here is what -a couple of readers had
to say about it:
Sue B. in Omaha. Neb.. wrote: "I think the
underlying reason is marketing. If consumers see
a bigger bottle with 100 capsules in it next to
a smaller bottle with 100 capsules in it, they
tend to choose the larger bottle because it looks
like the better deal."
S.G. in Santa Ana, Calif.. wrote, "There are
so many requirements made for proper labeling
information that they need the larger bottles, just
to have space."
Thanks for the letters. They definitely make
you think. — Heloise
(c)2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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US OPEN

Former
Titans RB
Thomas
dies at 41

Kaymer closes out wire-to-wire win
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer

from a sandy path over the green and
into some pine trees and had to make a
25-foot putt just to escape with double
bogey. Fowler played even par the rest
of the way fora 72.
Compton birdied the eighth hole and
got within four shots until he took
bogey on the par-3 ninth, and Kaymer
followed with an 8-iron to 4 feet for
birdie.
Kaymer finished at 9-under 271,the
second-lowest score in US. Open history next to McIlroy's 268 at
Congressional in 2011.
He won his second major — the
other was the 2010 PGA Championship
at Whistling Straits in a three-man playoff — and this one wasn't close.
"Martin was playing his own tournament," Fowler said.
Kaymer joined Seve Ballesteros,
Ernie Els, Woods and McIlroy as the
only players to win two majors and be
No. 1 in the world before turning 30
since the world ranking began in 1986.
He is the fourth European in the last
five years to win the US. Open, after
in See OPEN,10A

NBA FINALS

NASCAR

Spurs win title

J. Johnson
wins at
Michigan

By EMILY SCHMALL
Associated Press
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) —
Rodney Thomas, who played running
back for the Houston Oilers,Tennessee
Titans and Atlanta Falcons during a
seven-year NFL career, has died. He
was 41.
Thomas died Saturday at the home
in Groveton, a small East Texas town
where he grew up, that he bought for
his mother after signing his first professional contract, Groveton Funeral
Home owner Terry Cartwright said
Sunday. The cause of death wasn't
known and an autopsy was underway,
he said.
The Oilers selected the Texas A&M
running back in the 3rd round of the
1995 draft, and he ran for 947 yards
and five touchdowns during his rookie
season.The team finished the season 79, though, and drafted Heisman
Trophy-winning nmning back Eddie
George in the first round the following
spring, making Thomas a backup.
Thomas remained with the team as a
backup after it moved to Tennessee and
became the Titans, but eclipsed 200
rushing yards in a season only once
more, when he ran for 310 yards during
the Titans' 1997 campaign.
He played in Super Bowl XXIV,
when the Titans lost to the Rams, and
played his seventh and final season
with the Atlanta Falcons in 2001. He
finished his career with 1,973 rushing
yards, 631 receiving yards and 15 total
touchdowns.
Cartwright said Thomas had been
living in Spring, near Houston, with his
wife and 4-year-old child, and that he
often visitedproveton on business and
to see his mOlher and other relatives
who live in town. He said Thomas was
well-liked in the community because
he was "down to earth and humble."
Thomas led the high school football
team to two back-to-back state championships, in 1989 and 1990. He led the
Aggies in rushing for four straight seasons, and in 1994, his teammates gave
him the Aggie Heart Award, an award
for a Texas A&M senior football player
who demonstrates effort, determination, leadership and courage.
"What a great young guy he was,"
former Texas A&M football coach R.C.
Slocum told The Associated Press. "He
made the greatest impact on his teammates of all the guys I've ever
coached."

WORLD CUP

'ate Inc.

Argentina,
French and
Swiss get
victories
By RAF CASERT
AP Sports Writer

A

SPORTS

A breathtaking last-gasp goal; a first
for goal-line technology; happy and
cheering fans. What else could the
World Cup want? Oh yes, a stunning
goal by Lionel Messi for Argentina at
the Maracana stadium in Rio de Janeiro.
The World Cup continues to delight
in Brazil. with 37 goals in four days and
nine alone on Sunday.
On Sunday evening in Rio. in front
of tens of thousands of cheering
Argentinian fans. Messi produced a
moment of magic to remind a global
audience why he is for many the best
player in the world. The other player
who competes for that title, Cristiano
Ronald°, will appear when Portugal
play its first game,a tough clash against
Germany,on Monday.
Sunday evening in Rio was reserved
for Messi.
The team, tipped to go far at the
World Cup,was mediocre but managed
a 2-1 victory over dcbutants BosniaHerzegovina. Messi's shimmering run
and a shot that squeezed into the goal
off the post gave Argentina a 2-0 lead.
Argentina looked set to turn its opener into a runaway game when a Messi
freekick was glanced on and turned into
his own goal by defender Sead
•See WORLD CUP, 10A

MATT YORK / AP Photo
Martin Kaymer, of Germany,
holds up the trophy after wining
the U.S. Open golf tournament in
Pinehurst, N.C., Sunday, June 15,
2014.

Open in double digits under par. He
made a 15-foot par putt on the 18th
hole, dropping his putter as the ball fell
PINEHURST, N.C.(AP) — Martin into the center of the cup, just like so
Kaymer returned to the elite in golf many other putts this week.
with a U.S. Open victory that ranks
"No one was catching Kaymer this
among the best.
week," Compton said, who closed with
A forgotten star for two years while a 72 to earn earned a trip to the Masters
building a complete game, Kaymer next April. "I was playing for second. 1
turned the toughest test of golf into a think we all were playing for second."
runaway at Pinehurst No. 2 on Sunday
This U.S. Open really ended on
to become only the seventh wire-to- Friday.
wire winner in 114 years of the U.S.
Kaymer set the US. Open record
Open.
with back-to-back rounds of 65 to set
Kaymer closed with a I-under 69 — the pace at 10-under 130. He began
the only player from the last eight Sunday with a five-shot lead, and after
groups to break par — for an eight-shot a 10-foot par save on the second hole,
victory over Rickie Fowler and Erik Kaymer belted a driver on the 313-yard
Compton,the two-time heart transplant third hole. The ball landed on the front
recipient and the only player who even of the green and rolled to the back, setremotely challenged the 29-year-old ting up a two-putt birdie.
German.
"He kind of killed the event in the
So dominant was Kaymer that no first two days," Henrik Stenson said.
one got closer than four shots over the "He went out and shot two 65s and left
final 48 holes.
everyone in the dust."
Only a late bogey kept Kaymer from
Fowler,in the final group of a major
joining Tiger Woods and Rory McIlroy for the first time, fell back quickly on
as the only players to finish a U.S. the fourth hole. He sent his third shot

By BRIAN MAHONEY
AP Basketball Writer
SAN ANTONIO(AP) — From their
low moment in the NBA Finals, back to
the top of the league.
The San Antonio Spurs turned the
rematch with the Miami Heat into no
match at all.
The Spurs finished off a dominant
run to their fifth NBA championship
Sunday night, ending the Heat's twoyear title reign with a 104-87 victory
that wrapped up the series in five
games.
A year after their heartbreaking
seven-game defeat, their only loss in
six finals appearances. the Spurs won
four routs to deny Miami's quest for a
third straight championship.
"Hard to believe, isn't it? Manu
Ginobili said. "We played at a really
high level."
Kawhi Leonard, named the finals
MVP, had 22 points and 10 rebounds
for the Spurs. San Antonio added this
title to the ones the Spurs won in 1999,
2003, '05 and '07. They nearly had
another last year, but couldn't hold off
the Heat and lost in seven games.
San Antonio rebounded from an
early 16-point deficit by outscoring the
Heat 37-13 from the start of the second
quarter to midway in the third.
The celebration the Heat canceled
last season was on by the early second
half Sunday.
LeBron James had 17 first-quarter
points to help the Heat get off to a fast
start. But it wasn't enough. He finished
with 31 points and 10 rebounds for the
Heat, who lost their spot atop the NBA
to the team that had it so long.
The Spurs won four titles in nine
years, but hadn't been back on top since
2007, making Foreigner's "Feels Like
the First Time" and appropriate song
choice after the final buzzer.
Tim Duncan and coach Gregg
TONY GUTIERREZ / AP Photo
Popovich have been here for all of
them, and it was the fourth for Tony San Antonio Spurs guard Manu Ginobill, left, and forward Tim Duncan
Parker and Ginobili, who with Duncan embrace in the final moments of Game 5 of the NBA basketball finals
are once again the reigning the Big against the Miami Heat on Sunday, June 15,2014, in San Antonio. San
•See NBA, 10A
Antonio won the NBA championship 104-87.

By NOAH TRISTER
AP Sports Writer
BROOKLYN, Mich.(AP) — In the
final seconds of his first victory at
Michigan International Speedway,
Jimmie Johnson could finally relax a
bit.
"About,200 yards before the finish
line, I knew,if the car exploded, I'd still
slide across the finish line," Johnson
said.
Johnson and his No. 48 Chevrolet
made it through the last few laps with a
comfortable lead, and the six-time
series champion won Sunday for the
first time in 25 NASCAR Sprint Cup
starts at MIS. Johnson outlasted pole
winner Kevin Harvick by 1.214 seconds
for his third victory in four races. He
also won at Charlotte and Dover.
It was the fifth victory in a row for
Chevy and Hendrick Motorsports. Jeff
Gordon and Dale Earnhardt Jr. also
have won during the streak that doesn't
count Jamie McMurray's win for Chevy
and Chip Ganassi in the Sprint All-Star
race last month.
Brad Keselowski finished third
Sunday after two straight runner-up
showings at Dover and Pocono. Paul
Menard was fourth, followed by Kasey
Kahne, Gordon and Earnhardt in the
400-mile,200-lap race.
Johnson had finished in the top five
four times previously at Michigan,
including a second-place showing in
August 2011. He lost in August 2012
when his engine faltered with six laps
remaining.
"It was a long time coming," crew
chief Chad Knaus said. "We've raced
very well up here, and we haven't been
able to close the deal on quite a few
occasions."
There are now only four tracks on
the current schedule where Johnson has
never won — Kentucky, Watkins Glen,
Chicagoland and Homestead-Miami.
Johnson had led in 15 previous Cup
races at MIS.
•See NASCAR, 10A

MLB: CARDINALS 5, NATIONALS 2

Adams homers again as Cards move past Nats
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Matt Adams
might want to have his father's visit last
longer.
Adams homered for the third straight
game — all with his father in attendance
— and Matt Holliday also went deep,
helping the St. Louis Cardinals to a 5-2
victory and series sweep Sunday over the
Washington Nationals.
Adams gave St. Louis a 2-0 lead in
the second inning with a two-run shot on
an 0-2 pitch. his sixth homer of the season. Adams'father,Jamie,has been visiting from Pennsylvania on Father's Day
weekend.
"Unfortunately, he's going to go
home," Adams said.
There were going to meet before
Adams'father left for the airport.

"He might give me a big hug and start
crying," Adams said. "He's an emotional
guy."
Adams has homered in all three
games since coming off the disabled list
with a torn calf muscle.
Holliday put St. Louis up 3-0 in the
third with his fifth home run.
St. Louis manager Mike Matheny
never doubted his sluggers would start to
hit the long ball after a slow start. The
Cardinals are last in the National League
in homers.
"We've been saying for months now
these guys have done that." Matheny
said. "It's not a surprise. It's not like these
guys have never hit any home runs in
their lives. I think that everybody just
thought that we were either brainwashing

them not to hit home runs or else they all
lost it collectively and both of them are
ridiculous."
Last year, Adams had 17 homers in
108 games and Holliday had 22 in 141
games.
"We knew that our power didn't go
anywhere," Adams said. "We knew the
type of hitters we are. We go out there on
daily basis and grind through our atbats."
Jaime Garcia (3-0) pitched seven
innings, allowing five hits and a run for
St. Louis. He struck out six and walked
two. Trevor Rosenthal got the final out
for his 20th save.
Washington's Doug Fister (5-2) had
his five-start winning streak snapped. He
pitched six innings, allowing seven hits

and four runs.
"The two home runs were the biggest
things for me," Fister said. "I need to find
a better effort."
St. Louis has won 12 of the last 14
regular-season
meetings
with
Washington. The Nationals are 2-18 in
the newest version of Busch Stadium.
"We have a bitter taste in our mouths
going home," Nationals outfielder Scott
Hairston said. "I think we definitely didn't play up to our capabilities"
The Nationals loaded the bases in
three innings, stranded 10 runners and
scored'on two bases loaded walks.
The timely hit didn't come for
Washington.
"It's the ebbs and flows of the game,"
1111 See CAROS, 10A
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the fifth, when KoIton Wong
From Page 9A
an 0-for-l6 skid with a
snapped
Man
manager
Washington
leadoff triple and scored on a sacWilliams said. "It's that time of
rifice fly by Holliday, who has
the year where heavy legs start to
RBIs in his career.
999
set in a little bit."
doubled home Holliday
Craig
Garcia pitched out of a oneout, bases-loaded jam in the sec- in the seventh fora 5-I lead.
Rosenthal walked pinch-hitter
ond. Third baseman Matt
LaRoche in the ninth with
Adam
Carpenter caught Sandy Leon's
grounder on a short hop and the bases loaded to make it 5-2.
NOTES: Reliever Carlos
threw out Hairston at home.
Martinez
will make his second
Fister.
out
struck
Garcia then
Jayson Werth drew a bases career start Monday when the
loaded walk in the fifth to cut the Cardinals host the New York
Mets. Martinez is taking the start
lead to 3-1.
"I didn't have my best stuff in place of Adam Wainwright
today but at the same time you go (elbow). ... Before Sunday's
out there and you compete," game, the Cardinals purchased
Garcia said. "You battle and you the contract of left-handed pitcher
Nick Greenwood from Triple-A
keep your team in the game."
St. Louis got the run back in Memphis.

From Page 9A
Kolasinac as early as the third
minute.
The Balkan rookies though,
held firm until Messi finally
awoke from his slumber with the
standout second goal. Yet
Argentina's frailties were laid
bare five minutes from time
when Vedad lbisevic scored a
close-in goal. Iran and Nigeria
open their chase of Group F
leader Argentina on Monday.
Messi's 65th minute goal put
the seal on the action on the cup's
fourth day, including the first
decisive decision by FIFA's
goal-line technology during
France's 3-0 win over Honduras.
The French relied on two
goals and a decisive move from

Murray Ledger & limes

Real Madrid's Karim Benzema
to keep pace with Switzerland in
Group E. The Swiss turned their
match into a real thriller,capping
yet another come-from behind
win with a breathtaking finalminute goal to beat Ecuador 2-I.
FIFA may have been to blame
when France and Honduras had
to start their game without
anthems,but it made sure its new
goal-line technology was working to perfection.
France was already leading I 0 when Benzema's shot hit the
inside of the post. The ball
bounced back along the line
Noel
before
goalkeeper
Valladares flailed at the ball and
briefly fumbled it over his own
line before slapping it out.
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IC Martinez 0-3), 810 p.m
Milwaukee(W Penile 6-5) at Anzona
(McCarthy 1-9), 9-40 p.m
Colorado(Matz* 1-0) at LA Dodgers
(PYu 7-3). 10 10 p.m
San Diego (T Ross 6-5) at Seattle
IC Young 5-41 10 10 p m

National League
Sunday $ Games
2 10 innings
Pinsburgn
Miami 3
NY Mats 3, San Diego 1
Chicago Cubs 3, Philadelphia 0
Doornail 13. Milwaukee 4
St Lours 5, Washington 2
Colorado 8. San Francisco 7
Anzona 6 LA Dodgers 3
L.A Angels at Atlanta, 8.05 pm
Monday's GAITS!
Chicago Cubs(Hamme)6-4) at Miami
(Koehler 5-5) 7 10 p m
Philadelphia (Hamets 2-3) at Atlanta
(Teheran 6-4). 7 10 p m
N Y Mets (deGrom 0-3) at St Louis

American League
Sundays Games
Detroit 4, Minnesota 3
Cleveland 3. Boston 2, 11 innings
Toronto 5. Baltimore 2
Kansas City 6. Chicago White Sox 3
Tampa Bay 4. Houston 3
Oakland 10, N Y Yankees 5
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From Page 9A
Europeans had gone 40 years
without this title.
It's a rebirth for Kaymer, who
reached No. 1 in the world in
February 2011, only to believe
that he needed a more rounded
game. His preferred shot was a
fade. Kaymer spent two hard
years. a lot of lonely hours on
the range in Germany and his
home in Scottsdale, Arizona.
He fell as low as No. 63 in
the world until going wire-to-.
wire twith ties) at The Players
Championship, considered the
strongest and deepest field in
golf.
But the big payoff came at
Pinehurst No. 2.
"I didn't make many mistakes
the last two wins that I had in
America — especially this
week," said Kaymer. who moves
to No. 11 in the world.
Kaymer has as many majors

as Bernhard Langer, the two- shot from the sandy area sailed
time Masters champion and a over the green, and he used putmentor to Kaymer. Langer sent ter to send the next shot back
him text messages earlier in the toward the fairway.
back-to-back
after
But
week.
"We've almost a German birdies, including a 30-footer on
Grand Slam — almost," Kaymer the 14th, the only question left
said. "I hope it will make was the margin.
Woods still holds the most
Bernhard proud. I'm sure it will
dominant U.S. Open win — 15
make all of Germany proud."
The biggest challenge for shots at Pebble Beach in 2000.
Kaymer was tuning out the McIlroy won by eight shots on
crowd, with enormous support rain-softened Congressional in
for Fowler, who enjoys pop star 2011, winning with a record
qualities in America. The fans score of 16-under 268.
"I'm wondering how he did
clapped when Kaymer's ball
bounded off the back of the it," McIlroy said. "Obviously, if
green, and even when a superb you limit the mistakes, you
shot from the native weeds on might end up a couple under for
No. 4 rolled off the front of the the week. But to do what he's
doing ... I think it's nearly more
green.
He marched along, dropping impressive than what I did at
a shot on No. 7 with a shot left Congressional."
Kaymer's father was home in
of the green that made him play
away from a bunker to avoid a Germany. where he said Father's
score worse than bogey, and Day was celebrated a few weeks
another on the par-5 10th when a ago.

By

•NASCAR...
From Page 9A
"Ifs good to see Jimmie.after
leading so many laps here, close
the deal," owner Rick Hendrick
said. "We've run out of gas.
broke motors, blown tires."
Johnson led after 164 laps
Sunday before stopping to pit
and giving up the lead. He was
back in front with about lo laps
to go following a cycle of pit
stops by other drivers.
"We really were in a win-win
situation." Johnson said. "Those
guys still had to come to pit road
to make it to the end. Once I got
an idea of how the race was
unfolding. I knew we were in
the catbird seat,and were able to
take advantage of it."
Hendrick had four drivers in
the top seven.
Johnson is trying for his seventh Cup title, which would tie
the mark shared by Richard
Petty and the late Dale
Earnhardt. This was his 69th
career victory, and he's the first
driNer with three wins in 2014.
"ben at 69 wins,I still cherish them all," Johnson said. "It is
not easy to win in this sport."

Hendrick's team, however, is
making it look easy. having won
five straight races for the third
time. Hendrick accomplished
the feat twice in 2007, including
a six-race streak.
Gordon's sixth-place finish
was enough to keep him atop the
points race, with Hendrick teammates Johnson and Earnhardt in
second and third.
Ford had won the last three
Cup races at Michigan, with
Joey Logano prevailing last
August and Greg Bale winning
twice before that. Keselowski
couldn't extend that streak, and
Logano finished ninth.
"We kind of trudged through
it and came away with another
top-three effort, which is good
but not great," said Keselowski,
who was unable to come away
with a victory in his home state.
"We want the wins, especially
here at Michigan. That would
mean a lot."
Keselowski, who has a couple Nationwide victories at
Michigan, is 0 for 10 in Cup
races at the track.
It was a rough day for Roush
Fenway Racing, which has a

record 13 Cup victories at
Michigan. Biffle finished 20th
and Carl Edwards was 23rd.
Kyle Busch was forced out of
the race because of a problem
with his left rear hub. He finished 41st and dropped from
sixth to 10th in the standings.
Harvick qualified at over 204
mph Friday, the fastest polewinning speed since 1987. He
led for a race-high 63 laps but
had to settle for his third secondplace finish this year, to go
along with two wins and three
poles.
"The car was fast,just wound
up on the wrong side of all the
strategy," he said.
Menard won the Nationwide
race Saturday and managed a
fourth-place finish Sunday.
"I actually got to go to
Victory Lane yesterday with my
daughter and my dad was here
today, so it was a good Father's
Day weekend for sure," he said.
"We needed some clean air at
the end and the guys got me out
front with some pit strategy and
good pit stops and we came
home with a top five."

FREEDOM FEST 5K RUN
2014
SATURDAY.
Primary riP
JULY 5TH
Care
7:00A.
MEDICAL CENTER

K Racc will begin and end at
12(4 Registration.
Registration starts at Primary Care Medical Center.
6:00Am on Race Day The course is an out and
or PreRegister Online. back with a slight incline.
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crowd, with fans standing,
chanting and dancing much of
the second half.
Notes: It was the Spurs' 12th
win by 15 or more points, most
ever in a postseason. The Spurs
outscored opponents by 214
points in the postseason.
Miami had won II straight
series, tied for the fifth-longest
streak in NBA history.
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movement and 3-point shooting.
"You showed the world how
beautiful this game is,"
Commissioner Adam Silver told
the Spurs during the postgame
•
award ceremony.
A decade and a half after
winning their first title in 1999,
when Duncan was in his second
season, the Spurs remain the
NBA's model organization, a
small-market team that simply
wins big and hardly ever does it
with a high draft pick. Instead.
the Spurs found players overseas or in other organizations
who would fit the Spurs' way of
doing things and mesh with the
Duncan, Parker and Ginobili,
the winningest trio in postseason
history.
That included Leonard,
acquired in a draft-night trade
with Indiana after playing at San
Diego State, and Patty Mills. an
Australian national who scored
17 points off the bench.
No team has overcome a 3-1
deficit in the finals, but the Heat
were confident they could keep
this season going, Bosh saying
earlier Sunday that the Heat
were going to win.
It appeared they would do it
easily the way the game started,
with James coming out with
force on offense and shutting
down Parker on defense as
Miami went ahead 22-6.
But it didn't last.
While it took San Antonio a
little while to get warmed up.
the Spurs eventually made it
look stunningly easy again —
much to the delight of the home
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•NBA...
From Page 9A
Three in the NBA.
"Just a great team and we do
it together," Parker said.
Bosh finished with 13 points
and Wade just II on 4-of- I 2
shooting for the Heat. providing
James nowhere near the help he
needed.
The painful conclusion to last
year served as the fuel for this
one, powering the Spurs to a 62win season that topped the NBA
and led to a rematch with
Miami, the NBA's first in the
finals since Chicago beat Utah
in 1997-98.
Round 2 went to the Spurs,
but both teams will challenges to
navigate for a rubber match.
San Antonio will face questions — as it has for years —
about the age of its core, and
whether Duncan, Ginobili and
Popovich want to stick around.
The Heat will brace for the
potential free agency of James.
Wade and Bosh, and will need
younger, fresher pieces around
the three All-Stars if they all
stay.
But this moment belongs to
the Spurs. Playing a methodical
style for many years that was
predicated on throwing the ball
into Duncan made San Antonio
respected. but never beloved.
The Spurs were TV ratings
killers, casual viewers finding
them not much fun to watch.
But Popovich opened up the
offense a few years ago. making
the Spurs an easy-to-like, toughto-beat group that thrives on bell
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2014 F-150 FX4 Super Crew

OF THE -

WEEK

Looking for a truck that completes your check list of
must-haves? Look no further! Tim has selected this
beast of a truck that includes 3.5L V6 EcoBoost
engine, leather seats, MyFord touch, navigation, rear
view camera, moonroof,& so much more! Unbeatable!

701 Main St. I Murray, Ky I 1.270.293.9757 I www ParkerFord.com

MODI
61" C
28 HF

